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WHAT MAKES YOUR DOG ITCH? MAYBE IT IS 
THE KENNEL TICK!
Joana Ferrolho*, Gustavo S. Sanches, Joana Couto, Sandra Antunes and Ana Domingos

Global Health and Tropical Medicine – Instituto de Higiene e Medicina Tropical, Universidade Nova de Lisboa (GHTM-IHMT-UNL), 
Lisbon, Portugal

Once upon a time, in a backyard not very far from you, lived a dog 
named Rex with long fluffy and shiny hair. Rex really loved to play outside, 
especially with his best friend and owner Jack, a nine-year-old boy. On 
a perfect spring day, when it was not too cold or too hot, Jack and Rex 
went for a walk in a green park close by, and when they returned home 
Jack noticed that his loyal friend was very itchy and was scratching his 
ear a lot. His first thought was as follows: “Well, there must be some dirt 
in his ear! After so much rolling on the grass it is normal.” A few days 
later Jack saw that Rex was very unhappy and started wondering what 
was happening. He called his mother quickly and they both rushed to 
see Rex. “Mommy what’s that on Rex’s ear? It seems like a wart! Is Rex 
sick?” Then his mother said “Hopefully not! You know Jack, these little 
things are parasites called ticks and they can make Rex itch and feel 
uncomfortable. I am sure that if you learn more about such small and 
incredible creatures, you will be amazed because there is more to them 
than meets the eye…”
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A BIT OF HISTORY ABOUT THE KENNEL TICK

Pierre Latreille, a French zoologist, was the first to describe the kennel 
tick in 1806. Some decades later, the German scientist Carl Ludwig Koch 
studied these ticks too, and based on some of their characteristics he 
gave the scientific name Rhipicephalus sanguineus to this tick species. 
These ticks still have the same scientific name today [1, 2]. Because 
houses and kennels where the dogs live can frequently become infested, 
often with very high numbers of ticks, this tick species is often referred 
to as the kennel tick.

WHERE IN THE WORLD CAN WE FIND THIS TICK?

The kennel tick is the most widespread tick in the world, but it is especially 
common in tropical and subtropical regions. In cooler regions, these ticks 
are more active from late spring to early autumn; however, in tropical and 
subtropical areas they are active over the entire year [3].

WHAT DOES THIS TICK LOOK LIKE?

Generally, kennel ticks are small, between 3 and 4.5 mm in length, with an 
elongated body and red-brown in color (Figure 1) [1].

DO YOU THINK THAT ALL THE TICKS WITH THESE 
CHARACTERISTICS ARE THE KENNEL TICK?

Until recently, we would have called all the brown dog ticks with the struc-
tural characteristics shown in Figure 1 kennel ticks. Currently, studies ana-
lyzing the genetic material of these ticks have shown that there are more 
than one species under the name R. sanguineus [2, 4].

HOW DO KENNEL TICKS COMPARE TO OTHER TICKS, 
SUCH AS THOSE FOUND ON DEER? DO THEY HAVE 
SAME SIZE AND THE SAME NUMBER OF LIFE 
STAGES?

Normally, the ticks found on larger animals, like deer and cows, are 
a different species of ticks than those found on dogs. Because of this, 
ticks that bite larger animals can look a little different than kennel 
ticks, even though they are pretty much the same size as the kennel tick. 
That is why we must look at ticks under a magnifying glass to identify 
the species. The number of life stages is the same for all ticks: egg, 
larvae, nymph, and adult. These stages are shown in Figure 2 and will 
be described below.

ZOOLOGIST

A scientist who studies 
animals.

GENETIC 
MATERIAL

Material used to store 
inherited information in the 
nucleus or mitochondria 
of a cell.
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FIGURE 1

FIGURE 1

The body structure of the 
kennel tick, as seen 
through a powerful 
microscope.
A. Dorsal and B. ventral 
view of an adult female. 
C. Dorsal and D. ventral 
view of an adult male.

FIGURE 2

WHO CAN HOST THE KENNEL TICK?

Kennel ticks prefer dogs as their companions and restaurants, known as hosts, 
in urban and rural areas. But in the absence of dogs, and because they really 
need to eat, kennel ticks can alternatively feed on other tame and wild animals 
[3]. Some examples of alternative hosts are rodents and other small animals, 
such as rabbits, cats, pigeons, wolves, foxes, and sometimes people.

HOST

An organism that provides 
shelter and/or nutrition to 
a parasite.

FIgUre 2

The kennel tick life cycle.
The magnifying glass 
shows a close-up of what 
is happening on the dog’s 
ear (brown background) 
and on the ground (white 
background). The dotted 
lines (– –) show when the 
different developmental 
stages of the tick leave 
the host.

DORSAL VIEW

View of the back or upper 
surface of an organism.

VENTRAL VIEW

View of the front or belly 
of an organism.
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FROM THE EGG TO THE ADULT STAGE:  
THE TICK LIFE CYCLE

This tick undergoes four stages of development: egg, larva (with only 
three pairs of legs), nymph, and adult (with four pairs of legs). To com-
plete their development they require blood meals, once as a larva, once 
as a nymph, and as an adult. These developmental stages are shown in 
Figure 2. During the feeding process, an adult female tick is able to ingest 
around half a milliliter of blood, which corresponds to approximately 
100 times the tick’s weight, and because of this females after feeding are 
called “engorged females” [5]. Adult females need more food than adult 
males because a lot of energy and nutrients are required to produce 
the eggs. Adult males do not need that much energy, so they ingest less 
food and consequently do not increase their body size very much. After 
they finish feeding, the engorged adult females leave the animal and lay 
a large batch of eggs in a sheltered place, like the cracks or crevices in 
houses or outbuildings. Each female lays approximately 4,000 eggs and 
then she dies. After a while, the larvae hatch from the eggs and begin 
to search for a host so that they can have a blood meal. When they are 
full of food the larvae leave the host and molt, which means they change 
into the next stage, called nymphs. As nymphs, they feed again on a host, 
detaching when they are done feeding, and molt again into adult males 
and females. Then, the adults will also search for a host to feed on. On 
the host’s body, the male and female mate to create the next generation 
of ticks (Figure 2). When conditions are right, the whole life cycle can 
be completed in just over 2 months [1].

ARE KENNEL TICKS DANGEROUS FOR HUMANS 
AND ANIMALS?

Ticks not only cause direct damage and irritation to animal or human skin 
due to the attachment of their mouthparts when they feed on the host’s 
blood but they are also dangerous because they can carry in their bodies 
several types of disease-causing organisms, such as viruses, small worms, 
and bacteria. The kennel tick can transmit a bacterium in its saliva that 
can make dogs very sick. Dogs with this disease show a loss of appetite and 
energy, fever, sadness, and have very pale gums.

DO TICKS SUFFER FROM THE DISEASES  
CAUSED BY THE ORGANISMS THEY CARRY?

No, they carry the disease-causing organisms without suffering diseases 
themselves, and the ticks transmit the organisms to animals and humans 
when they feed on them. This is the reason why ticks are great vehicles for 
the disease-causing organisms.
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HOW CAN I PREVENT MY DOG FROM GETTING  
TICKS AND IF I FIND ONE HOW CAN I REMOVE IT?

Controlling the tick population outdoors is difficult, so the best way to 
prevent kennel ticks from attaching to your dog is to use tick-repelling 
products. These products can be in the form of sprays or liquids that you 
can apply to your dog’s body or can be in the form of a special collar that 
your dog can wear. These products have one or more substances that, once 
in contact with the animal’s skin, will be absorbed and spread through the 
blood stream. Then, when the tick is feeding on the dog, it will ingest the 
blood with these poisonous substances and the tick will die. Some ways of 
controlling ticks in your garden include the sealing of cracks and crevices 
where ticks can lay eggs or removing or cutting down high or dense grass 
and weeds [6]. But remember, not only ticks can make your dog itch. There 
are other parasites, like fleas, that also like to use your dog as a restaurant 
for a good meal!

How do you remove a tick from an animal or a human? Use fine-tipped 
tweezers to grasp the tick and pull it upwards with steady pressure. Never 
twist or jerk the tick. After removing the tick, clean the bite area and your 
hands with alcohol or soap and water. Dispose the tick by submerging it in 
alcohol in a closed container or flushing it down the toilet.

CONCLUSION

After reading all this information, you will be able to explain to Jack what 
Rex might have that makes him itch so much. Also, you will be able to 
suggest what to do when a tick is found on a dog, for example, that is 
important to act in the prevention applying products or collars with anti-
tick products and/or remove the ticks. Jack’s mother removed the tick as 
we described above and bought him a new antiectoparasite collar in the 
pharmacy. Rex did not show signs of any of the illnesses caused by the 
microorganisms that ticks can transmit. If you ever suspect that a dog is 
sick take it to your nearest veterinary surgeon.
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